Invasion Game Scenario 1
Solving the Tactical Problem: Attacking the Goal (or Basket)

Name ________________________________ Date __________________

Situation
This is a 2v2 situation in an invasion game such as soccer, team handball, or basketball. Team O is on offense and team X is on defense. You are player O1 with the ball. How can you and your teammate (O2) work together to beat the defenders on team X and attack the goal? Try to think of two different ways. Explain what you would do, and draw lines on the figure to show what you would do.

1. I could . . .

2. I could . . .

Reproducible 6.7 Answer Key

Answers to Invasion Game Scenario 1

1. Player O1 can dribble at and attempt to beat defender X1. After getting around defender X1, player O1 can attack the goal to shoot.

2. Player O2 can run forward and behind defender X2. While this is happening, player O1 can send a pass between the two defenders so that player O2 can move onto the ball, receive the pass, and attack the goal without slowing down (i.e., a lead pass).